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About This Content

The Red Solstice Soundtrack is the official soundtrack which includes a collection of 18 tracks from the game. Music composed
by Bianca Ban features a range of styles; from dark atmospheric, epic hybrid music to industrial metal combined with orchestral

arrangements.

1. Horrors of Mars
2. Violent Storm

3. Red Fog
4. Ready for battle

5. On The Hunt
6. Facing The Beast

7. Calm before the storm
8. Battle for survival

9. Insurgency
10. A Hero Stands, a Hero Falls

11. Rising Tide
12. Fallen ones

13. Lost Generation
14. Hope Against Hope

15. Solar
16. On the Run

17. Eye of the Storm
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18. Final Escape
19. The Red Solstice Theme

Soundtrack is located inside
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the red solstice soundtrack

Simple, but reallly smooth to play. The game feels very organic and avoids patterns that help it maintain it breakneck intensity
for as long as you play. Really liked the art style and all the powerups lighting up the screen. Highly recommend grabbing this
one.. - repetitive Music is maddening
- frustrating Controls - already from the tutorial level it is apparent
- no free camera movement
- after completing a few worlds - the bottom planets became unreachable -> cannot see them or go to them

:( such a shame, this game has such a potential !! it could have been amazing... but now it just feels rushed.. Fabulous American
route! Truly wonderful scenery! The locos included are very nice. I only wish that it included some D&RGW passenger stock,
but that has now been remedied by the Rio Grande Zephyr add-on. I highly recommend it for any American enthusiast or any
British enthusiast who loves the Durango & Silverton\/Cumbres & Toltec.. As its prequel, this is a simple horror game with
awesoem visuals and a tragic story.

The souls in this game are more diverse than on the first, and the horror atmosphere is constant.

As its prequel, the game keeps its mechanic of distract/run for your life against the souls. However, this game has several more
items that can be used in your aid.
While death is often punishing, many times, as in its prequel, dying becomes an annoyance instead of dread.

Regardless of that, this is interesting enough to be worth playing.
. U need some friends to party up with. Solo playin is kinda boring. The more people u got in your party, the more fun its gonna
be.
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I love the music given here.
 I am NOT a fan of the tracks with singing in them.. The stuff they're singing about is not good either from what I can
understand either meow.

 That said, that Punk Party song has the word Hey shouted over and over, and that's ok. Meow. I highly recommend if you're
going for some modern day or more sci-fi steam punk themed areas or fights in your game. Great tracks if you're into this
genre. I give it 3.5 paws out of 4. Meow.. There are many better solitaire games out there. The game is poorly balanced and
requires more luck than actual skill, and failing an objective forces you to replay a lot of games in a row. Completing the game
is more forcing oneself than actual pleasure. The game has some minor bugs, but nothing that would break the game.. Has some
issues but overall its a nice game. The voice acting (robot) and grammar is absolutely horrible. Wish they would hire someone
that has some experience with interactive storytelling and possibly a minor in English to proof and correct the several
grammatical mistakes. Gameplay-wise, the game is very stable and hand controls in VR work well enough. Getting around can
be confusing though and it takes time getting used to the hand-based UI system. Flying the ship around is not very intuitive nor
cinematic. You essentially fly to the sun of each system and send a probe to look at planets while you stare at a sun the entire
time. Would be nice to actually pilot the ship. The graphics are also nice. I bumped up to 200 on the super-sampling, turned AA
on and set textures to Ultra and there was no sign of FPS drops at all (1080 Ti).

With futher refining for controls, some added gameplay elements and a better voice actor and grammatical fixes, this will be a
fun VR game.. this game IS DIEING only Coiners play mostly go find another game. This game was actualy fun to play but now
with new stuff coming out every month one thoese that spend 100$ a day or so have all the good\/strong stuff. its also manily
pvp. this game has gotten better but the above still holds true if you brand new you will have a hard time playing the game but if
you can find a good clan that will help you you will fly through. So funny game!!!

I bouth the game for play with my friend and we fought against the monsters and the bosses.
The multiplayer works well and the art is amazing! Beautyful Pixel Art
When more players enter on match, it goes crazy and more fun.

Recomended for everyone. Of the Pixel Puzzles games, this is the least for me. But that has more to do with the other task you
have to do while putting the puzzles together: fight off the walking dead heading your way. Frankly, I could not get the hang of
that part of the game. For those who like that sort of thing, and can multitask, this game is recommended. For others... try
another volume of their games.

The other reason I will recommend this game is that you get the puzzles from this game in the Ultimate game automatically.
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